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Abstract

are always recommended to select strong passwords, many
people choose simple passwords. As a countermeasure,
Password-authenticated key exchange (PAKE) protocols many PAKE protocols try to provide multi-factor authenenable two or more entities to authenticate each other and tication by combining passwords with other parameters
share a strong cryptographic key based on a pre-shared like public keys or symmetric keys.
human memorable password. In this paper, we present
Several security models have been developed for AKE
several attacks on two recent elliptic curve-based PAKE
and PAKE protocols, each of them has a different assumpprotocols that have been suggested for use in body area
tion for capabilities of an adversary. A protocol that is
networks and smart environments. A variant of the first
proved to be secure in a security model would be insePAKE protocol has been included in the latest standard
cure in other security models. It is because of different
for body area networks. The second PAKE protocol is
assumptions on adversarial power and valid attacks.
a modified variant of the first protocol, and has been
Several security attributes should be provided by PAKE
proposed for bridging the user interface gap in pervasive
protocols, and they should withstand well-known attacks.
computing and smart environments.
Security requirements for PAKE protocols depend on numKeywords: Dictionary attack, elliptic curves, forward seber of participants and secret parameters that are used for
crecy, impersonation attack, invalid-curve attack
constructing the protocol. Some security requirements of
PAKE protocols are common with AKE protocols. This
includes mutual authentication, known-key security, for1 Introduction
ward secrecy, key control, and resilience to impersonation,
Authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocols aim to es- replay, unknown key-share (UKS), and Denning-Sacco attablish a cryptographic session key between legitimate tacks [9, 10, 16]. Furthermore, any PAKE protocol must
entities in an authenticated manner. Many AKE protocols be resilient to dictionary [5, 16] or password guessing [4]
have been proposed in literature, but some of them have attacks. Such requirement is very subtle because people
security problems [3, 17, 18]. Password-authenticated key usually select weak memorable passwords. Then, instead
exchange (PAKE) protocols are password-based AKE pro- of a brute-force attack, an attacker would use a dictionary
tocols that use pre-shared human memorable passwords of most probable passwords. Based on secret parameters
for authentication and establishing a cryptographically that are used for building a protocol, there are some more
strong secret key. Since introduction of the first PAKE requirements that should be satisfied. Those PAKE protoprotocol in 1992 [2], many PAKE protocols have been cols that use public keys are expected to provide resilience
proposed. Many of those protocols have been shown to be to the key compromise impersonation (KCI) attack and
its variants.
insecure [7, 11, 12, 16].
Traditionally, PAKE protocols use just a shared passThe wireless body area network (WBAN) is a wireword between a client and server. Even though people less network of wearable computing devices [13]. WBAN
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has many applications in military, ubiquitous health care,
sport, and entertainment. As WBANs are resourceconstrained in terms of power, memory, communication
rate and computational capability, security solutions proposed for other networks may not be suitable for WBANs.
The latest standardization of WBANs is the IEEE 802.15.6
standard [1], but it has security problems [19].
Ho [8] presented four elliptic curve-based key agreement
protocols that are designed for different device configurations in WBAN, and can be implemented as a versatile
suite through a single implementation. It includes one
unauthenticated key exchange protocol, one AKE protocol
with out-of-band transfer of public key, one PAKE protocol, and one AKE protocol for devices with numerical
display. Variants of those protocols have been included
in the IEEE 802.15.6 standard. However, there are two
major differences between Ho’s protocols and the protocols in the IEEE 802.15.6 standard. The first difference is
that Ho’s protocols do not consider validation of public
keys which makes the protocols vulnerable to some extra
attacks, while the protocols in the standard have considered public key validations. The second difference is in
sending a masked public key in the corresponding PAKE
protocols.
It has been shown [19] that the key agreement protocols in the IEEE 802.15.6 standard are vulnerable to some
attacks: The unauthenticated key exchange protocol (Protocol I) is vulnerable to an impersonation attack; the AKE
protocol with hidden public key transfer (Protocol II) is
vulnerable to a KCI attack; the PAKE protocol (Protocol III) is vulnerable to an impersonation attack and an
offline dictionary attack; and the AKE protocol for devices
with numerical display (Protocol IV) is vulnerable to an
impersonation attack.
All the attacks on Protocols I, II, and IV are applicable
to the corresponding protocols in [8], because the protocols
are almost the same. However, Ho’s PAKE protocol has
different vulnerabilities than those of Protocol III in the
standard, because the protocols are not the same.
In this paper, we perform a security analysis on Ho’s
PAKE protocol, and show that it does not provide forward
secrecy, although it is argued [8] that the protocol provides
perfect forward secrecy. Furthermore, we show that the
protocol is vulnerable to an impersonation attack, a KCI
attack, and an invalid-curve attack. The impersonation
attack on Ho’s PAKE protocol is different from the impersonation attack on the corresponding PAKE protocol
in the IEEE 802.15.6 standard [19]. By an invalid-curve
attack, an adversary is able to extract the private key
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of another entity. The invalid-curve attack which is presented in this paper on Ho’s PAKE protocol, is feasible by
an insider adversary. However, it can be shown that any
adversary can accomplish a similar invalid-curve attack on
Ho’s unauthenticated key exchange and numerical display
AKE protocols. A variant of the impersonation attack,
which is presented in this paper on Ho’s PAKE protocol,
is also feasible on Ho’s AKE protocol with hidden public
key transfer. Such extra vulnerabilities are due to not
considering public key validations in Ho’s protocols.
In this paper, we also perform a security analysis on
Unger et al.’s PAKE protocol [25]. The protocol is a
variant of the Ho’s PAKE protocol, and is proposed for
bridging the user interface gap in pervasive computing
and smart environments. We show that Unger et al.’s
PAKE protocol lacks forward secrecy, and is vulnerable
to dictionary and replay attacks. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. We review the protocols in Section 2,
and describe their vulnerabilities in Section 3.

2

Review of Two PAKE Protocols

Ho’s PAKE protocol [8] and Unger et al.’s PAKE protocol [25] are depicted in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
They use public key cryptography on elliptic curves. The
domain parameters consist of an elliptic curve E with
cofactor h defined over the finite field GF (p), where p = q
or 2m in which q is a prime number of at least 160 bits,
and m is larger than 160. The cofactor h of the elliptic
curve is 1, 2 or 4. The base point G in the elliptic curve is
of order n where n × G = O in which O denotes the point
at infinity. There are other conditions that should be satisfied by domain parameters of elliptic curves in order to
avoid known attacks on elliptic curve-based schemes [22],
although they are not mentioned in [8, 25].
The protocols are executed between Alice (A) and Bob
(B). A and B can be a node and a hub in a WBAN, respectively. A and B have self-generated public/private keys. It
is specified neither in the IEEE 802.15.6 standard [1] nor
in [8] if public keys are accompanied by digital certificates.
However, it has been mentioned in [8] that “one of the
two parties is likely to be severely constrained by memory,
speed, or/and power, and hence cannot store public key
certificates or perform digital signature calculations.”
The private keys shall be 256-bit random integers, chosen independently from the set of integers [1, n − 1]. The
private key of A and B is denoted by SKA and SKB ,
respectively. The corresponding public keys are gen-
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Alice (A)

Bob (B)

SKA ∈R [1, n − 1]

SKB ∈R [1, n − 1]

P KA = (P KAX , P KAY ) = SKA × G

P KB = (P KB X , P KB Y ) = SKB × G

0
P KA

= P KA − Q(P W )

0
Update SKA and P KA if P KA
=O

Select random 128-bit N onceA

Select random 128-bit N onceB
0
0
IDB ||IDA ||N onceA ||P KAX
||P KAY
||OtherA
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

IDA ||IDB ||N onceB ||P KB X ||P KB Y ||OtherB
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
0
P KA = P KA
+ Q(P W )

DHKey = X(SKA × P KB )

DHKey = X(SKB × P KA )

T emp1 = RM B128 (DHKey )

T emp1 = RM B128 (DHKey )

KM AC3A = CM AC(T emp1 , IDA ||IDB ||N onceA ||N onceB ||OtherA , 64)

KM AC3B = CM AC(T emp1 , IDA ||IDB ||N onceA ||N onceB ||OtherA , 64)

KM AC4A = CM AC(T emp1 , IDB ||IDA ||N onceB ||N onceA ||OtherB , 64)

KM AC4B = CM AC(T emp1 , IDB ||IDA ||N onceB ||N onceA ||OtherB , 64)
IDA ||IDB ||N onceB ||P KB X ||P KB Y ||OtherB ||KM AC3B
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Halt if KM AC3A 6= KM AC3B
0
0
IDB ||IDA ||N onceA ||P KAX
||P KAY
||OtherA ||KM AC4A
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Halt if KM AC4A 6= KM AC4B
T emp2 = LM B128 (DHKey )

T emp2 = LM B128 (DHKey )

M K = CM AC(T emp2 , N onceA ||N onceB , 128)

M K = CM AC(T emp2 , N onceA ||N onceB , 128)

Figure 1: Ho’s PAKE protocol [8]

Alice (A)

Bob (B)

SKA ∈R [1, n − 1]

SKB ∈R [1, n − 1]

P KA = (P KAX , P KAY ) = SKA × G

P KB = (P KB X , P KB Y ) = SKB × G

0
= P KA − Q(P W )
P KA

Select random N onceA
0
P KA
, N onceA , IDA , IDB
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Select random N onceB
0
P KA = P KA
+ Q(P W )

S = SKB × P KA
HB = CM AC(P W, OtherB ||P KB )
P KB , N onceB , IDA , IDB , HB
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
S = SKA × P KB
0
HB

= CM AC(P W, OtherB ||P KB )
0
Verify if HB = HB

HA = CM AC(P W, OtherA ||P KA )
M K = CM AC(S, N onceA ||N onceB )
HA
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
0
HA
= CM AC(P W, OtherA ||P KA )
0
Verify if HA = HA

M K = CM AC(S, N onceA ||N onceB )

Figure 2: Unger et al.’s PAKE protocol [25]
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erated as P KA = (P KAX , P KAY ) = SKA × G, and
P KB = (P KB X , P KB Y ) = SKB × G. P KA and P KB
are points on E, and have X-coordinate and Y-coordinate
values. The lifecycle of private/public keys are not specified in [8]. Although the key generation is depicted on the
top of Figure 1, it does not mean that the key generation
should repeat for each protocol execution. It is argued
in [8] that all the proposed AKE and PAKE protocols
provide the perfect forward secrecy. Reasoning for forward
secrecy of the AKE protocols means that private/public
keys are not random numbers used in a typical DiffieHellman key agreement. The forward secrecy makes sense
if there is a static secret value. Furthermore, the private keys are specifically differentiated from nonces in the
protocols.
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adversary.

3.1

Security Problems of Ho’s PAKE Protocol

It is argued that the Ho’s PAKE protocol provides perfect forward secrecy, and is resilient to impersonation and
dictionary attacks [8]. However, we show that the protocol lacks the forward secrecy, and is vulnerable to an
impersonation attack, a KCI attack, and an invalid-curve
attack.
3.1.1

Impersonation Attack

As mentioned in Section 2, public keys are self-generated
by involved parties. It is more likely that public keys are
A and B are assumed to have a shared password in not accompanied by digital certificates due to resource
advance. During protocol executions, B sends his public constraints on nodes. As neither A nor B checks the
key P KB in clear, but A sends a password-scrambled validity of the received public key,
0
public key P KA
that is masked by a hash of password as
0
- For impersonating A, M can simply send O as the
P KA = P KA − Q(P W ) in which P W is a positive integer,
0
masked public key of A. If P KA
= O, then DHKey =
converted through a character encoding from the preO.
shared password between A and B such that 0 ≤ P W < p.

The Q(.) function is a mapping which converts the integer
P W to the point Q(P W ) = (QX , QY ) on the elliptic
curve in which QX = 232 × 2h × P W + MX where MX is
the smallest nonnegative integer such that QX becomes
the X-coordinate of a point on the elliptic curve. QY is
an even positive integer, and is the Y-coordinate of that
point. A shall choose a private key SKA such that the
X-coordinate of P KA is not equal to the X-coordinate of
0
Q(P W ), i.e. we have P KA
6= O.
CM AC(K, M, L) represents the L-bit output of the
Cipher-based Message Authentication Code (CMAC), applied under key K to message M . LM BL (S) and
RM BL (S) designates the L leftmost and the L rightmost bits of the bit string S, respectively. X(P ) denotes
the X-coordinate of point P on the elliptic curve, i.e.
X(P ) = X(PX , PY ) = PX . The sign || denotes concatenation of bit strings. IDA and IDB may be MAC address,
IP address, and so on. OtherA and OtherB denotes other
public parameters of A and B, respectively.

- For impersonating B, M can simply send O as the
public key of B. If P KB = O, then DHKey = O.
Based on the encoding used for representation of O,
T emp1 and T emp2 will have a known value. The only
secret information in calculation of KM AC3A , KM AC4A ,
KM AC3B , and KM AC4B is T emp1 . As T emp1 will have
a known value, M can calculate KM AC3A = KM AC3B
and KM AC4A = KM AC4B , and bypass the authentication. The only secret information in calculation of the
master key M K is T emp2 . As T emp2 will have a known
value, M can calculate M K. Then, M can successfully
impersonate either A or B.
Validation of a public key P K = (P KX , P KY ) includes
checking the following conditions [6, 15]:
1) P K 6= O,
2) P KX , P KY ∈ GF (p),
3) P KX , P KY should satisfy the defining equation of
curve E,

3

Security Analysis

4) h × P K 6= O where h denotes the cofactor of E.

In this section, we show that Ho’s [8] and Unger et al.’s [25]
3.1.2 Key Compromise Impersonation Attack
PAKE protocols that are depicted in Figures 1 and 2, are
vulnerable to different attacks. In the rest of this paper, The KCI attack is a weaker variant of the impersonation
M denotes an active adversary, and E denotes a passive attack in terms of requiring knowledge of a private key for
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kind of impersonation. The KCI attack is according to
a stronger notion of security which has been considered
in the eCK security model [10] for AKE protocols. If the
private key of an entity A is compromised, an adversary
M can impersonate A in one-factor authentication protocols. However, such compromise should not enable M to
impersonate other honest entities in communication with
A. Resistance to the KCI attack is an important security
attribute which prevents an adversary from actively controlling a compromised entity [23]. The KCI attack makes
sense for PAKE protocols if they use public keys.
As Ho’s PAKE protocol is vulnerable to an impersonation attack, one would consider discussion on the KCI
attack redundant, because the KCI attack has an extra
requirement for compromise of a private key. However,
discussion on the KCI attack is noteworthy, because the
impersonation attack on the protocol could be prevented
by adding validation of public keys to the protocol. However, the KCI attack will be feasible even after adding
public key validation or having certified public keys from
a lightweight PKI [14, 21]. Here is the attack scenario in
which M has SKA , and impersonates B. M does not
need to have the password P W . As the public key of B is
sent in clear, we can assume that M has obtained P KB
by eavesdropping a previous protocol run.
- A selects a 128-bit random number N onceA , and
0
0
sends {IDB || IDA || N onceA || P KAX
|| P KAY
||
OtherA } to B. M hijacks the session, and tries to
impersonate B.
- M selects a random number N onceM , and sends
{IDA ||IDB ||N onceM ||P KB X ||P KB Y ||OtherB } to
A.
- M has SKA . M computes DHKey = X(SKA ×
P KB ), T emp1 = RM B128 (DHKey ), KM AC3B =
CM AC(T emp1 , IDA || IDB || N onceA || N onceM ||
OtherA , 64), and KM AC4B = CM AC(T emp1 , IDB
|| IDA || N onceM || N onceA || OtherB , 64). M sends
{IDA || IDB || N onceM || P KB X || P KB Y || OtherB
|| KM AC3B } to A.
- A computes DHKey = X(SKA × P KB ), T emp1 =
RM B128 (DHKey ), and KM AC3A = CM AC(T emp1 ,
IDA || IDB || N onceA || N onceM || OtherA , 64). A
verifies that KM AC3A = KM AC3B , and computes
KM AC4A = CM AC(T emp1 , IDB || IDA || N onceM
|| N onceA || OtherB , 64). A sends {IDB || IDA ||
0
0
N onceA || P KAX
|| P KAY
|| OtherA || KM AC4A }
to M.
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- A computes T emp2 = LM B128 (DHKey ), and generates the master key M K = CM AC(T emp2 , N onceA
|| N onceM , 128).
- M computes T emp2 = LM B128 (DHKey ), and generates the master key M K = CM AC(T emp2 , N onceA
|| N onceM , 128).
M and A compute the same M K. M could successfully
impersonate B.
3.1.3

Invalid-curve Attack

In Ho’s protocols, neither A nor B consider validation
of public keys, received from the other party. Validation
of static and ephemeral public keys is very important
in elliptic curve cryptography. An invalid-curve attack
would be feasible if an EC-based protocol does not consider
validation of static or ephemeral public keys [6, 20]. By an
invalid-curve attack, an attacker may extract the private
key of another entity [24].
In [8], the elliptic curve is defined over GF (p) where
p = q or 2m . For an elliptic curve defined over a finite field
GF (q) of prime order q > 3, the Weierstrass equation is
y 2 = x3 + ax + b where a, b ∈ GF (q). For non-singularity,
we require that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 mod q. For the binary
finite fields GF (2m ), the Weierstrass equation is y 2 + xy =
x3 + ax2 + b where a, b ∈ GF (2m ) with b 6= 0. There is
another kind of Weierstrass equation over GF (2m ) which
gives supersingular curves, but they are cryptographically
weak. If G, the base point of the elliptic curve, is of order
n, then h the cofactor of the elliptic curve is defined as
h = #E(GF (p))/n in which #E(.) is called the order of
the elliptic curve E, and it denotes the number of points
on the elliptic curve (including O).
The idea behind an invalid-curve attack is that for two
elliptic curves over GF (q) (or two curves over GF (2m ))
whose defining equations have the same a coefficient but
different b coefficients, the addition formulaes are the same,
and they do not involve the coefficient b. For the general
case, let y 2 + a1 xy + a3 y = x3 + a2 x2 + a4 x + a6 be the
generalized Weierstrass equation of an elliptic curve E
defined over the finite field GF (p) where p = q or 2m . An
invalid-curve (relative to E) is an elliptic curve E 0 defined
over GF (p) with the Weierstrass equation y 2 + a1 xy +
a3 y = x3 + a2 x2 + a4 x + a06 where a6 6= a06 . Note that
E(GF (p)) ∩ E 0 (GF (p)) = O.
If P KM ∈ E 0 (GF (p)) and P KM 6= O, then there is
not any private key SKM such that P KM = SKM × G.
The addition formulaes on E and E 0 does not involve a5
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and a05 coefficient, respectively. Let P KM ∈ E 0 (GF (p)),
and SKB be the private key of B. If B uses the addition
formulae for E in any point multiplication algorithm for
computing K = SKB × P KM , then B will indeed obtain
a point on E 0 , and we have K ∈ E 0 (GF (p)). If P KM is a
point of a small order, and M receives a feedback from B
which includes some calculations based on K, this would
be used for finding SKB , the private key of B.
For Ho’s PAKE protocol, the invalid-curve attack can
be accomplished by an insider adversary that has knowledge of the shared password P W . However, the same
attack can be done by any adversary on Ho’s unauthenticated key exchange protocol (Protocol I) and display AKE
protocol (Protocol IV). Here is the attack scenario on
Ho’s PAKE protocol in which A performs an invalid-curve
attack against B, and finds SKB :
- A selects an invalid curve E 0 such that E 0 (GF (p))
contains a point P KAi = (P KAi X , P KAi Y ) of small
0
0
0
order ti . A computes P KAi
= (P KAi
, P KAi
)=
X
Y
P KAi − Q(P W ), selects a random number N onceA ,
0
and sends {IDB || IDA || N onceA || P KAi
||
X
0
0
P KAi Y || OtherA } to B. Note that P KAi most likely
resides on neither E nor E 0 .
- B selects a 128-bit random number N onceB , and
sends {IDA || IDB || N onceB || P KB X || P KB Y ||
OtherB } to A.
0
- B computes P KAi = P KAi
+ Q(P W ), DHKey
= X(SKB × P KAi ), T emp1 = RM B128 (DHKey ),
KM AC3B = CM AC(T emp1 , IDA || IDB || N onceA
|| N onceB || OtherA , 64), and KM AC4B =
CM AC(T emp1 , IDB || IDA || N onceB || N onceA
|| OtherB , 64). B sends {IDA || IDB || N onceB ||
P KB X || P KB Y || OtherB || KM AC3B } to A.

- A receives KM AC3B , and halts the protocol execution. There are ti possible values for SKB × P KAi
because P KAi is of order ti . Then, there are ti /2
possible values for DHKey = X(SKB × P KAi ) and
T emp1 = RM B128 (DHKey ). A tries all possible values of T emp1 in KM AC3A = CM AC(T emp1 , IDA
|| IDB || N onceA || N onceB || OtherA , 64) until
she finds a value for T emp1 for which KM AC3A =
KM AC3B . Then, with at most ti /2 trials, A finds
2
an equation d2i ≡ SKB
mod ti in which ti and di are
known, and SKB is unknown.
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gcd(ti , tj ) = 1, ∀ti 6= tj . Such points can be selected from
the same or different invalid curves. Using the Chinese
remainder theorem, A combines the mentioned equations,
2
and finds SKB
≡ d mod N for some N > n2 . Since
2
2
SKB
< n2 < N , we have d = SKB
, and A computes
√
SKB = d. A finds the private key of B, while B is
unaware that such an attack has taken place.
3.1.4

Lack of Forward Secrecy

Forward secrecy is an important security attribute in key
exchange protocols. If an entity’s private key has been compromised, it should not affect the security of session keys
that have been established before the compromise. The
notion of perfect forward secrecy (PFS) is a bit stronger
than the forward secrecy. PFS means that the established
session keys should remain secure even after compromising
the private keys of all the entities that are involved in
the protocol. For public key-based AKE protocols, the
forward secrecy is defined with respect to compromise of
the private key. For PAKE protocols, the forward secrecy
is defined with respect to compromise of the password.
For PAKE protocols that use both public keys and passwords, the forward secrecy can be defined according to
compromise of either a private key or a password.
In [8], it is argued for the PFS. However, we show that
the protocol provides neither PFS nor forward secrecy.
As P KB , N onceA and N onceB are sent in clear, we can
assume that they are eavesdropped and saved by E. If SKA
is compromised, E computes DHKey = X(SKA × P KB ),
T emp2 = LM B128 (DHKey ), and obtains the master key
M K = CM AC(T emp2 , N onceA ||N onceB , 128). Then,
the protocol does not provide the forward secrecy.

3.2

Security Problems of Unger et al.’s
PAKE Protocol

In this section, we show that Unger et al.’s PAKE protocol
lacks the forward secrecy, and is vulnerable to dictionary
and replay attacks.
3.2.1

Dictionary Attacks

It is crucial for PAKE protocols to be resilient to dictionary
attacks. A PAKE protocol should not provide an adversary
with a verifier which can be used for guessing the password.
This is not the case for Unger et al.’s protocol. For an
offline dictionary attack, it is sufficient for an adversary E
A repeats the above attack for different points P KAi to eavesdrop on messages exchanged between A and B in
of pairwise relatively prime order ti , i.e. we should have a protocol run. E then obtains HB and P KB that are sent
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in clear. As values of HB = CM AC(P W, OtherB ||P KB ),
P KB and OtherB are known, it can be used as a verifier
in a password guessing attack. E can try most probable
passwords from a dictionary of passwords in the verifier.
Alternatively, instead of eavesdropping on a protocol
execution, an adversary may interact with an entity, and
obtain the verifier. Here is a scenario in which an adversary
M impersonates A, and obtains a verifier which can be
used for finding the password:
- M selects random numbers SKM and N onceM .
00
M computes P KM
= SKM × G, and sends
00
{P KM , N onceM , IDA , IDB } to B.
- B selects a random number N onceB , computes
00
P KM = P KM
+ Q(P W ), S = SKB × P KM ,
and HB = CM AC(P W, OtherB ||P KB ). B sends
{P KB , N onceB , IDA , IDB , HB } to M.
- M gets HB , and halts the protocol execution. M performs an offline dictionary attack to find a password
which satisfies HB = CM AC(P W, OtherB ||P KB ) in
which HB , P KB and OtherB are known. B does not
detect any attack or suspicious activity.
3.2.2

Replay Attack
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X(SKA × P KB ), and obtains the master key M K =
CM AC(S, N onceA ||N onceB ). Then, the protocol does
not provide the forward secrecy.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we performed a security analysis on Ho’s
PAKE protocol [8] and Unger et al.’s PAKE protocol [25]
that are proposed for body area networks and smart environments, respectively. Both protocols use elliptic curve
cryptography. We showed that Ho’s PAKE protocol lacks
the forward secrecy and is vulnerable to impersonation,
KCI and invalid-curve attacks. Furthermore, we showed
that Unger et al.’s protocol lacks the forward secrecy,
and is vulnerable to dictionary and replay attacks. The
invalid-curve attack, which is presented in this paper on
Ho’s PAKE protocol, is feasible by an insider adversary
where the adversary can extract the private key of another participant. However, it can be shown that any
adversary can accomplish a similar invalid-curve attack on
Ho’s unauthenticated key exchange and numerical display
AKE protocols [8]. A variant of the impersonation attack,
which is presented in this paper on Ho’s PAKE protocol,
is also feasible on Ho’s AKE protocol with hidden public
key transfer [8]. Such extra vulnerabilities are due to not
considering public key validations in Ho’s protocols.

Unger et al.’s protocol is vulnerable to a replay attack. In the protocol, authentication of A and B is
done through HA = CM AC(P W, OtherA ||P KA ) and
HB = CM AC(P W, OtherB ||P KB ), respectively. HA and Acknowledgment
HB does not contain any fresh information, and they will
be the same in all protocol executions between A and B, as The author would like to thank anonymous reviewers for
long as they do not change their public keys or passwords. their comments.
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